Abstract. It is shown that the Hardy class §2 for the upper half-plane is equal to the set of functions f[r exp (/<£)] which are analytic in the open half-plane and squareintegrable with respect to r for 0 < $ < -n. A function /is in §2 if and only if its Mellin transform with respect to r is a constant times/(r) exp ($>t-i(j>ß), where/must belong to a certain £2-space. This result enables/in ip2 to be constructed from its boundary values on the positive real axis.
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[December in r. This gives an equation which occurs in quantum mechanics when one studies the scattering of two particles [3, p. 1077] , [4, pp. 178-197] , [7, pp. 319-322] . The variable r would represent the kinetic energy of the relative motion of the particles, V describing their interaction. The resolvent of the two-particle Hamilton operator satisfies an equation like equation (1.1). If A is not real and V satisfies the assumption stated above, the equation has a kernel in the Schmidt class. Hence it can be solved in terms of a quotient of two Fredholm series. If A tends to the positive real axis, however, the Fredholm series cease to converge and so the solution breaks down. This difficulty is directly related to the Hamilton operator having a continuous spectrum along the positive real axis. Now, scattering theory can be regarded as the physics approach to studying a continuous spectrum. In fact, for applications to physics it is essential that we try and tackle equation (1.1) in the case that A takes positive real values.
At this point, it is helpful to observe that one does not really need a complete solution of equation (1.1) . It can be shown that observable scattering quantities have the general structure of (1.2) rf ( it being understood that /2:0 and e^O. Thirdly, it often suffices to consider functions/corresponding to smooth functions g in equation (1.1) , and it may often be assumed that V also has suitable smoothness properties. In this paper, we develop an approach to equation (1.1) and related equations which exploits all three simplifying circumstances.
1.2. The Hilbert space |>2. To begin with, we only consider functions g which are boundary values, as <j> tends to 0, of functions g^e1*) which are analytic in the open upper half-plane and have the property that (1.4) r¡g(re^)\2dr
Jo exists and is bounded, uniformly in j> for 0<<j><tt. For applications to physics, it is actually sufficient to assume that g is analytic and that the integral (1.4) converges merely in some sector 0<</><</>, with >¡i<tt, but in the present paper we prefer the notational convenience which results from working in the whole upper half-plane.
According to Theorem 2.7 below, the set of functions g considered in the previous paragraph is precisely the Hardy class £>2 for the upper half-plane. This is usually studied by considering analytic functions g(x + iy) and letting y vary. In the present paper, however, it is essential that we use polar coordinates r, <f> and vary </>. This results in an approach to §2 which appears to be new. Our major analytical tool is the Mellin transform. It is shown in Theorem 2.9 that a function g(/ei'*) is in §2 if and only if its Mellin transform with respect to r is of the form g(t) exp (<f>t-%i</>), where g must satisfy (1.5) P (l+e^lg^dt < oo.
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This result can be regarded as an analogue of the Paley-Wiener theorem [2, p. 131] , [5, p. 8] , [9, p. 128] . It enables g in £>2 to be constructed explicitly from its boundary values g(r) on the half-line r^O and is also instrumental in showing that the set of boundary values g(r) of functions g in Sq2 is dense in the space of functions which are defined on r^O and are square-integrable. The latter space is simply denoted by 22 in the present paper. The above facts are discussed in Remark 2.11 and Theorem 2.17.
If/ and h are in §2, then (1.6) i°°/(rei'*)/i(rei*)ei* dr does not depend on </>, by Corollary 2.8. Suppose, therefore, that the solution/(/•) of equation (1.1) is the boundary value of some/in §2, and let the same hold true for h(r) in the expression (1.2). Instead of actually finding the quantity (1.2), it then suffices to evaluate the integral (1.6) for some convenient nonzero </>. Now suppose that V has analyticity properties which enable equation (1.1) to be continued analytically, /(re'*) being a solution of the continued equation. All we have to do, then, is to solve equation (1.1) for some convenient <j> and insert the solution in the integral (1.6). But if r in equation (1.1) is replaced by re'*, with 0<</>^tt, then there does not seem to be any problem involved in writing X = l-ie and letting e tend to 0. Hence, it should be possible to evaluate the expression (1.3) by first rotating the path of integration, next performing the limit with respect to e. This idea was put forward by the author in reference [12] . Working out all details also requires the results of references [10] and [11]. 1.3. The class of integral operators ®. For the above ideas to be applicable, it is not essential that A enters in the integral kernel precisely in the form (1.1). In the main body of this paper, we therefore drop A altogether and we address ourselves to the general problem of studying a class S of integral operators K on §2 which act according to (1.7) Kf(re^) = P K(r, r ', </))f(r 'e^e'* dr ', Jo the integral kernel satisfying (1.8) \K(r, r', <j>)\2 dr dr' < oo.
Jo Jo
The set of functions K which are kernels of operators K in S is also denoted by Si. Theorem 3.5 says that an integral operator A'on §2 is in Si if and only if the Mellin transform of its kernel has certain properties analogous to equation (1.5) . According to Theorem 3.8, one can define an inner product so that Si becomes a Hubert space. This space is a proper subclass of the Schmidt class <S on §2, by Theorem 3.11. In the Schmidt norm, Si is dense in ©, by Theorem 3.12.
1.4. The class of operators 91. It is well known that the Schmidt class <3 is an ideal in the algebra 93 consisting of all bounded linear operators on §2. An example in §4.1 shows that Si is not an ideal in 93. This may give rise to various difficulties in the applications which we have in mind. § §4.2-4.4 are therefore devoted to a Banach algebra 91 of operators on §2 which is a proper subset of 93 and contains Si as an ideal. The set 9Í is dense in 93 in the strong topology, by Theorem 4.19, but it is pointed out in Corollary 4.21 that there are operators in 93 which cannot be approximated uniformly by operators in 91. Any operator of finite rank obviously belongs to 93, but Remark 4.18 shows that there are operators of rank 1 which do not belong to 91.
If/runs through §2, but </> is kept fixed, so that/(re1*) is regarded as a function of r only, then the functions/(re'*) yield a set 1>(<f>) which is dense in £2, by Theorem 2.17. Now let A be in 91. The restriction of /l/(re'*) to fixed <f> can then be written in the form A(<f>)f(rei(t'), this defining an operator A(<f>) having a unique continuous extension to all of S2, by Lemma 4.9. This is the decisive feature of the class 91 which makes it useful for applications. In particular, it is due to this property that one can consider an equation on Q2 involving operators in 91, restrict the equation to 4>=0, and obtain a meaningful equation on S2.
Given some fixed A in 91, the logarithm of the S2-norm of A(<f>) is a convex function of </>, by Theorem 4.10.
1.5. Fredholm equations. The properties of the class 91 are used, in particular, in §5, which discusses Fredholm equations on §2 with kernels in Si. If \/y is not an eigenvalue of K, one can solve the equation ( 1.9) f(rew) = g(rei"') + y f °° K(r, r ', j>)f(r 'e^e** dr '
with Schmidt-class methods on §2, next <f> can be restricted to some fixed value. Alternatively, <j> is fixed first, the restriction of Kto 2)(^) is extended to the operator K(<j>) on S2, and/is found from an equation on S2 with kernel K(<¡>). Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 state that the two approaches give exactly the same result. Thus, the restriction of the solution is the solution of the restricted equation. If we think primarily in terms of equation (1.1), and if this is the restriction to </> = 0 of an equation on §2 with a kernel in Si, then we can also say that the solution of the restricted equation has an analytic continuation which solves the analytically continued equation.
In case 1/y is an eigenvalue of the operator A' in equation (1.9) , it is also an eigenvalue of all operators K(</>). The restriction to fixed <f> of an eigenvector f(reié) of A'is an eigenvector of K(<f>), and the functions/(re'*) obtained in this way together account for all eigenvectors of K(<f), by Theorem 5.8. Summarizing, our program for evaluating the integral (1.3) can be carried through whenever V(r, r') in equation (1.1) is so as to make (r -l+ie)'1V the boundary value A^(0) of an operator K in Ä.
1.6. Functions of several variables. With arguments based on the Mellin transform, it is shown in §6 that the functions K(r, r', <f>) in SÎ depend only on re'* and r'e'*. Writing (1.10) r = p cos 0, r' = P sin 0 (0 ^ P < oo, 0 = 9 = tt/2) which occur when one considers the scattering of three particles. If in such equations it is demanded that / be the boundary value of a function in §2(2), this means, essentially, that Ä is not only regarded as a space of two-particle operators, but at the same time as a space of three-particle functions. The class Ä being an ideal in 91 then means that 9Í is an algebra of two-particle operators which can also be applied in a meaningful way in three-particle systems.
The results of the present paper can be extended without difficulty to Hardy spaces §2(«) of functions of« variables (n = 2, 3,...), one complex and n-\ real. The space §2(/i-1) is useful for studying systems of n particles along the lines indicated above. Detailed applications to physics will be published in a separate paper.
2. The Hilbert space. 
x(u2 + r2 -2urcos <f>Yi(v2 + r2 -2vr cos <tj)-1 dudv It suffices to show that this is bounded uniformly for 0<</><tt. Writing w = rf, v=rr¡ reduces the integration over r to (2.7) J" \f(rt)f(rv)\ dr â |ft| "1/a £ \f(u)\2 du.
Thus, it only remains to prove that
is bounded uniformly in </>. On the intervals -oo < <f < -j and j < <f < oo, the factor |fI"1'2 does not exceed 51'2. Since (2.9) sin^P (e + l-2{cos<l>)-1dÇ = tt, J -CO the two intervals under discussion do not give difficulties. Now consider the interval -}^<f^j and suppose first that sin^^f. Then | cos <f>\ äf, hence (<f-cos £)2ä-^-and (2.10) (sin¿)(i2 + l-2f cos<¿)-i g f.
Next, suppose that sin^^f. Since <f2 +1 -2f cos </>^sin2 </>, this case again gives equation (2.10). Thus, on -j^f^j, the integrand in the expression (2.8) does not exceed a constant times |<f| "1/a. Since this is an integrable function, we may conclude that the expression (2.6) is bounded uniformly for 0 < <f> < tt. This completes the proof of the lemma.
2.2. Functions in ©. In showing that $2 is contained in ©, the essential points are that/in g>2 has boundary values, and that it can be expressed as an integral in terms of these. We proceed to show that functions/in © also have these properties. Once this result is available, it is but one step to see that © is contained in §2. is analytic in the strip and has the property that (2.14) P |F(«+zïO|2a« (2.16) lim rll2f(re^) = 0, lim rll2f(rei"') = 0, r-*0 r-»oo the limits being attained uniformly in </> in any closed interval 0<<f>yfij>fi<j>2<TT.
Proof. In the notation of equation (2.13) , it suffices to show that F(w) tends to 0 as u tends to +co, uniformly in v for 0<y1^u^u2<77. Now, F(w) can be written in the form (2.17)
[9, p. 131], where F(x) and F(x+ítt) are in &2 by equation (2.15). To make an estimate of the integrals in this formula, it is convenient to split the interval -co <x< co into three parts, -co<x^-X, -X<x< X, and Argx<co. Schwarz's inequality plus the fact that Fis in S2 implies that the contributions from \x\ £ X tend to 0 as A" tends to co. Given X, the contribution from \x\ < X tends to 0 as u tends to ±oo. Thus, F(u + iv) tends to 0 as « tends to ±co. It is easy to see that the limit is uniform in v in any interval 0 < Vy f¡ v ^ v2 < tt. This proves the lemma.
Lemma 2.5. Iff is in @, andf(r) andf(rei71) are its boundary functions in the sense of Lemma 2.3, then
provided Im z>0 andy>0.
Proof. Let T be the boundary of the region bounded by the curves (j> -<j>y, y = <l>2, r = ry, r = r2, with 0<<¿i<<¿2<77 and 0<r1<r2<co.
If z is inside V, One can now let <f>± tend to 0 and j>2 tend to tt. Writing r-s=u, we observe that J™ \f(r)f(r -u)\ dr is bounded uniformly in u. Furthermore, the integral ]""" y(u2+4y2)~1 du is bounded uniformly in y, if y>0. Hence so is /. This takes care of the first term on the right in equation (2.19 ). The argument also applies to the second term. The triangle inequality now completes the proof. Proof. Since ©2 is the same class as ©, the integral converges. Now let F be the contour introduced in the proof of Lemma 2.5. Then (2.25) ^f(z)g(z)dz = 0.
Lemma 2.4 makes it possible to let r1 and r2 tend to 0 and oo, respectively. This gives the required result for 0<<f><rr. Using Lemma 2.5, one can let <f>1 and </>2 tend to 0 and tt, respectively, and so one can also cover the limiting cases <f> = 0,Tr. There is a similar result on Fourier transforms of functions analytic in a strip. Now remember that Lemma 2.3 is based on the transformation ew = re'*, which maps a strip in the w-plane onto the upper half re'*-plane. The transformation takes the Fourier transform into the Mellin transform. As a result, there is a Mellin-analogue of the Paley-Wiener theorem. We now turn to the proof of this. Theorem 2.9. A complex-valued function f defined on the upper half-plane belongs to the class %>2 if and only if it is an inverse Mellin transform according to
with some function f(t) satisfying (2.27) P (\+e2^)\f(t)\2dt < oo.
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Proof. The function F(w) which corresponds to/(re'*) according to the proof of Lemma 2.3 is of the form
where/(r) must satisfy equation (2.27 ). This follows from the theory of functions that are analytic in a strip [9, p. 131 ]. The relation (2.13) between F and /gives equation (2.26) , showing that the condition of the theorem is necessary. Now suppose that/(f) is given and satisfies equation (2.27 ). Consider the righthand side of equation (2.26) . If 0<</><tt, Schwarz's inequality and equation (2.27) readily show that the integral in equation (2.26) converges absolutely. Since the integrand is analytic, so is the integral [1, p. 257] . Thus,/as defined by equation (2.26) is analytic in the upper half-plane. Now observe that/(re'*), regarded as a function of r, is the inverse Mellin transform off(t) exp ((/>t-^i</>). Since the latter function is square-integrable, again by equation (2.27), so is/(re'*). It is easy to see that the integrated square is bounded uniformly in <f> for 0<<£<tt. Hence,/is in ©. But © is nothing but §2, and so the condition of the theorem is sufficient. This completes the proof.
Remark 2.10. Taking Mellin transforms in Theorem 2.9 gives the result that/ is in §2 if and only if its Mellin transform is of the form (2.29) f(t, </>) = (2tt)-112 P/(re'*)r"-1/2 dr = e*'"'*'2/^), f(t) satisfying equation (2.27).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Remark 2.11. It only requires a minor extension of Theorem 2.9 to prove that a function/(r) which is defined on râO and is square-integrable is the boundary value, as <f> tends to 0, of a function/in £>2 if and only if its Mellin transform f(t) satisfies equation (2.27 ). Given/(r), one can find f(t). Next, equation (2.26) yields f(reié), and so one can actually construct the function in the upper half-plane from its values on a mere part of the boundary.
2.4. The class ÍQ2 as a Hilbert space. If an inner product is defined according to equation (2.4), the class §2 becomes a Hilbert space. For the applications which we have in mind, it is useful to compare the Hilbert space ©2 with a space of Mellin transforms of functions in ©2. This is facilitated by the following definitions.
Definition 2.12. For any/in ©2, the corresponding boldface letter / denotes the Mellin transform f(t, <f>) of the function f(reié), in the sense of equation (2. 
this class is a Hilbert space. This is also denoted by $2.
There is an intimate relation between the spaces |>2 and §2, which is used throughout the rest of this paper. It is expressed by the following theorem. Theorem 2.14. The mapping f '->/ generated by the Mellin transform according to equation (2.29) is a unitary mapping o/ §2 onto §2.
Proof. Since Theorem 2.9 and Remark 2.10 already state that the mapping is onto, it suffices to show that it preserves inner products. If g is in §2, then the Mellin transform of g(rei4') is g(-t) exp (-<j>t + ii<f>), by equation ( Applying Holder's inequality to the right-hand side of equation (2.34) shows that log J" |/(re'*)|2 dr is also a convex function of </>. We conclude this section with a definition, followed by a theorem which says that the class §2 is actually very large.
Definition 2.16. The set of all complex-valued functions g(r) which are defined and square-integrable on the half-line r ^ 0 is denoted by S2. The set of all complexvalued functions g(t) which are defined and square-integrable on -oo<i<co is denoted by 22. Next, consider the function f(t) exp (<j>t -\i<f>). This is a function /(/, <f>) in $2. Also,/(r, i/i) vanishes for large \t\ but is equal to g(t) otherwise. More precisely, (2. 3. A Hilbert space of integral operators. 3.1. The function class Si. If the space ©2 is discussed in the language developed above, it becomes natural to consider a certain class of integral operators on §2 which is studied in this and the next few sections. We start by formally defining a class Si of functions AT/, r ', <f>). Next, we show that the functions in Si can conveniently be characterized in terms of their Mellin transforms. From this it then follows that one can define an inner product which makes Si a Hilbert space. This function space provides the starting point for a corresponding space of operators, which is studied in the next section.
Definition 3.1. Let K(r,r',<(>) be a function defined on 0<r<oo, 0<r'<oo, 0 < $ < tt, and suppose that (1) The integral (3.1) rr\K(r,r',9)\2drdr'
Jo Jo exists and is bounded, uniformly in <j> for 0 < <f> < tt. ( 2) The function
depends only on re'* and is in £2 whenever/is in &2. The class of all functions K with these properties is denoted by Si.
Lemma 3.2. If K is in Si, then its Mellin transform is of the form K(t, f, 9) = O)"1 P PK(r, r', 9y^2(r')^'-V2 dr dr-
with some function K(t, t') satisfying (3.4) P P (l+e2*'-2*'')!^, t')\2dtdt' < co.
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Proof. By property (1) of Definition 3.1, the integral (3.5) 7 = Í°° f °° g(reitS,)K(r, r ', <f>)f(r V*)e2i* dr dr '
Jo Jo converges whenever / and g are in §2. By property (2) and Corollary 2.8, it does not depend on <f>. The function K has a double Mellin transform by property (1) . Let this be the function K(t, t', </>) as defined by the second member of equation
Now, / and g may be any two functions which are square-integrable and vanish outside bounded intervals. Also, K is square-integrable. Since / does not depend on <f>, it follows that the integrand does not depend on <f>. This gives equation (3.3) . To get equation (3.4) , observe that the integral of \K(t, t', <f>)\2 with respect to t and í ' is equal to the expression (3.1). Since this is bounded on 0 < </> < tt by assumption, so is the integral of \K\2. The relation (3.4) follows from this by an obvious limiting process.
Remark 3.3. Our notation is chosen such that (Kf)(t, </>) = Í»"*'8 P (Kf)(r, flr«-K» dr
= e*-'*" f K(t,t')f(t')dt'.
Corollary 3.4. If K is in Ä then the function (3.8) (gK)(r ', </>) = J"" g(re^)K(r, r ', ¿)e'* dr depends only on r'e'* and is in §2 whenever g is in §2.
Proof. Owing to Lemma 3.2, the Mellin transform of (gK) is equal to
and is thus of the form required by Remark 2.10. Since g is in f>2 and K satisfies equation (3.4) , it is easy to check that the integral in equation (3.9) has the integrability property (2.27). Hence, (gK) is in §2 by Remark 2.10.
By using Mellin transforms, one can easily prove a number of statements on functions in Ä that are analogous to properties of functions in &2. We proceed to give a summary of these. Theorem 3.5. A function K(r, r', </>) defined on 0<r<co, 0<r'<oo, 0<</><tt is in Ä if and only if it is of the form
with some function K satisfying equation (3.4).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that the condition of the theorem is necessary. Now suppose that we are given a function K(t, t') satisfying equation (3.4) . For 0<<I><tt, the right-hand side of equation (3.10) converges absolutely and thus defines a function K(r, r', <f>). Owing to equation (3.4) , the function \K\2 is integrable, hence K has property (1) of Definition 3.1.
For any/in §2, the integral (3.2) for (Kf) converges absolutely for almost every r and is a square-integrable function of r. By studying its Mellin transform as in the proof of Corollary 3.4, it readily follows that (Kf) depends only on reilp and is in §2. Hence, K is in Si, as we wished to show. Lemma 3.6. If K is in Si, then there are boundary functions K(r, r', 0) and K(r, r', tt) such that (3.11) lim P r \K(r,r', </>)-K(r, r',</>)\2 dr dr' = 0 (</, = 0, tt). Proof. Consider the Mellin transform K of K. With the help of Lemma 3.2, it is easy to see that this has mean-square limits as </> tends to 0 or to 77. In particular, it tends to K(t, t')as<f> tends to 0. Now let K(r, r', 0) be the inverse Mellin transform of K(t, t'). Then K(r, r', 0) satisfies equation (3.11).
Since (Kf) belongs to £2, it must tend to boundary values as <j> tends to 0 or to 77. Given K(r, r', 0) as defined above, it is not difficult to check that the Mellin transform of (Kf) tends to the Mellin transform of the second term on the left in equation (3.12) . This suffices to prove equation (3.12) for <f> tending to 0.
The case of <f> tending to 77 can be discussed in the same way. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Definition 3.7. The class of functions (3.13) K(t, t',</>) = e«-**-"KO, t'), defined on -oo<í<co, -oo</'<oo, O^^^tt and such that K(t,t') satisfies equation (3.4) , is denoted by it. With the inner product
this class is a Hilbert space. This is also denoted by S. Proof. Theorem 3.5 states that the mapping is onto. If (K, L) and (K, L) are defined by equations (3.15) and (3.14), then
This can be shown as in the proof of Theorem 2.14. Since it is obvious that S is a Hilbert space, equation (3.16) then defines a linear operator with domain §2. This is denoted by K, the set of all operators K obtained in this way being denoted by St. Thus, Ä is now both a function class and a class of operators. Given any K in 5Î, it follows from Remark 3.3 that the corresponding operator AT is an integral operator on §2 acting according to (3.21) Äfti, ¿) = e*'"'*'2 P K(t,t')f(t')dt' = P e^K(t,t')e-^'f(t',<f,)dt'.
J -X J -OO By Theorem 3.8, 5Î and S can be regarded as Hubert spaces of operators. Referring to equations (3.14) and (3.15), we define the «-norm by In an obvious notation, the corresponding operator S acts according to (3.27 ) Sf(t, 9) = e«-^2 2 onan(t) P (\ + e™)f{t')b(t') df n J-oo and is thus of the form (3.28) Sf(t, </>) = e*'-™2 P S(t, t')f(t') dt' = P e*lS(t, t')e-^f(t', <f>) dt', J -00 J -CO with (3.29) S(t, t') = 2 °nan(t)bn(t')(1 + e™). Proof. It was shown above that the condition is necessary. Now suppose that we are given an operator S such that its Mellin transform S is of the form (3.28) and satisfies equation (3.30) . From equation (3.30) , it follows that the function (3.31) R(t, t') = (l+e2nt)ll2S(t, t'Xl+e™')-112 is a square-integrable function of t and t', and is therefore the kernel of an operator in the Schmidt class on 22. Hence, R has a decomposition (3.32) R(t, t') = 2 Pncn(t)dn(t')
[December in terms of orthonormal sets {cn} and {dn} in 82, the sum 2n P2 converging. Now, if {cn} is orthonormal in 22, then {(1+e2,It)"1/2cn} is an orthonormal set in §2. Let this be denoted by {an}, and denote the set corresponding to {</"} by {bn}. Solving equation (3.31) for S(t, t') then yields a function S(t, t') which is exactly of the form (3.29), with an = pn. The corresponding operator S must act according to equation (3.25) , the sum 2n CTn converging. Hence, S is in <3. This completes the proof of the theorem. The next theorem gives the desired comparison between the classes 5Î and <3.
Theorem 3.11. 77ie class ® is a proper subclass of the Schmidt class (B.IfK is an operator in SÏ, then (3.33) <j(K) S K(K).
Proof. If K is any operator in Ä, then K acts according to equation (3.21), the «-norm being given by equation (3.22) . Now notice the similarity between equations (3.21) and (3.28). Since Proof. If -T< t ' < T, it is easy to see that (3.38) 1+ea»t-2«r ^ (l+e2"r)(l+e2»í)(l+e2"í')-i. Now let S be an operator in <3 and consider the function S(t, t') defined by equation (3.28). For any F>0, define KT(t,t') = S(t,t') (-T<t'<T),
It is obvious that the operator KT associated with KT(t, t') is in <B. By equation (3.38) and Theorem 3.5, it is also in Si. Furthermore, by equation ( 
(BS) ^ \\B\\a(S), a(SB) fi \\B\\a(S).
In the particular case of a unitary operator U, one has ( 
4.2) a(US) = a(SU) = a(S).
In the following, the algebra of all bounded linear operators on §2 is denoted by 93. In Schatten's terminology [6, It is easily seen that U2= 1. In fact, Uis unitary and selfadjoint. It corresponds to the operator U on §2 given by (4.4) Uf(t, </>) m e*' -W2 -*/( -1). Now let K be an operator in Si and consider the function K(t, t ') which satisfies (4.5) Kf(t)= P K(t,t')f(t')dt'.
J -CO Remember that/(i) is the same as/(i, 0). With equation (4.4) it follows that
UKf(t)= P e-^K(-t,t')f(t')df, KUf(t)=\ K(t,-t')e>*f(t')dt'.
J -CO
In order that UK and KU be in Si, it is necessary and sufficient that (4.7) P P (e^ + e-^lK^t'^dtdf < co, J -00 J -0O
[December by Theorem 3.5. But K being in ft merely requires that the integral (3.4) converges, and so there are numerous examples of operators in ft such that UK and KU are not in ft. It is crucial in the foregoing example that L/(re'*) depends on values taken by /(re'1") for arguments </r other than <f>. Indeed, Uf(rei<t') is determined completely by the behavior of/(re'"') on the half-line ^=tt-</>. As a result, there is no relation between the magnitudes of J" |/(re'*)|2 dr and J0oe | L/(re'*)|2 dr.
In the next section, we define an operator class 91 which does not have this undesirable feature. In particular, we introduce an a-norm so as to make 91 a Banach algebra. The a-norm is investigated in some detail in §4.3. This prepares for §4.4, where it is proved that ft is an ideal in 91.
4.2. The Banach algebra 91. exists and is bounded, uniformly in <f> for 0^<f>^ir.
Proof. The 0<<£<7r part of the assertion is true by assumption. Also, given any /in ©2, it is implied by Definition 4.1 that Af is in |>2. Thus, there are boundary functions Af(r) and Af(rei!t), as in equation (2.11). More specifically, It is easily seen that a(A) is a norm for operators A in 9Í, making 9t a normed algebra. We proceed to show that 91 is a Banach algebra. Proof. Let {A"} (n = 1, 2,... ) be a sequence of operators in 91 such that a(An-Am) tends to 0 as n and m tend to 00. It follows from the triangle inequality for the a-norm that {a(An)} is a Cauchy sequence and, hence, tends to a limit. Let this be denoted by a.
Owing to equation (4.16), the quantity ||^n-/4m|| tends to 0. Hence, there is a bounded linear operator A on Í02 such that \\An -A\\ tends to 0. We want to show that A belongs to 91, with a(An -A) tending to 0. It remains to show that a(An -A) tends to 0, this implying, in particular, that a(A) = a. To complete this part of the proof, observe that {a(An-A)} is a Cauchy sequence, again by the triangle inequality for the a-norm. Let the limit of the sequence be ß, and suppose that ß > 0. Choose M so large that a(An -Am) < jS/4 for n,m>M. By the definition of ß, there is an N, which we may choose to be larger than M, such that, given any fixed n>N, there exists a function/"(re'*)^0 in ©2, and an angle <f>(n) satisfying If/S^O, this requires that/"(re'*(n)) = 0. Since/, is analytic, it follows that/,=0. This is a contradiction, hence ß=0. Thus a(An-A) tends to 0 as « tends to co, which proves the theorem. Proof. Let A be fixed in 9t, let/run through §2, but consider /(re'*) and Af(rei0) only for some fixed <j> in 0^</>^tt. According to Theorem 2.17,/(re1*) runs through a set which is dense in S2. Let this set be denoted by ^>(</>) and define A(</>) by equation (4.26) for all/in $>(<£). Since A is in 9Í by assumption, A(<f>) thus defined is a bounded linear operator with domain ^>(j>), its norm being a(A, <j>). Since 1)(<j>) is dense in S2, the operator A((f>) on 1)(<j>) has a unique closure with domain £2. This closure we also denote by A(<f>). It has all the properties required by the lemma.
Upon taking Mellin transforms, §2 goes into §2, the space £2 goes into £2, and ■£>(<£) goes into a set %(<f>) which is dense in 82. It follows from Remark 2.10 that a function g(t) is in1(4>) if and only if g(t) exp (-</>t) andg(i) exp (Trt-<j>t) are in 82.
Denoting the Mellin transform by F and using equation (2.29) Observe, however, that a(A, <j>) can also be obtained by taking the sup for g running only through some convenient set contained in all domains $(<£). This idea is used in the proof of the following theorem. 
Proof. Since A'and A are in 91, so is AK. For fixed <f>, Lemma 4.9 says that there are extensions K(<f>), A(<j>), and (AK)(<f>) mapping S2 into S2. In fact, it is easy to see that K(</>) is an integral operator having the same kernel as K. Let this be K(r, r', (f>). Since this is a function in fi2, it follows that K(<j>) is in the Schmidt class on S2. Its Schmidt norm on £2 is equal to Now consider the operator K(0), which is in the Schmidt class on £2. As in the proof of Theorem 4.14, (VK)(0) is also in the Schmidt class on £2. Since V(0) is unitary, K(0) and ( VK)(0) have the same Schmidt norm on fl2. Let the kernels of these operators be K(r, r ', 0) and ( VK)(r, r ', 0), respectively. On £2, the Schmidt norm is the norm of the kernel of the operator in question. Hence Remark 4.18. Consider the operator S corresponding to the kernel S(t, t') given in equation (3.35) . This is an operator of rank 1. By equation (3.28), it acts according to (4.49) Sf(t, <j>) = P e*a(t)b(f)(\ +exp (>/')) exp (-</>t')f(f, </,) dt',
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where/(í, <f>) takes values in X(<£). The integral operator on the right can be extended to all of 82 if and only if (4.50) b^l+e^e-ote*2.
In order that S be in 91, Lemma 4.9 thus requires that b(t)e2nt and b(t)e~nt be in 82, a condition which is also sufficient for S to be in 91. From this it follows that there are many examples of operators of rank 1 which are not in 9t. In fact, when combined with the proof of Theorem 3.11, the present remark implies that an operator of rank 1 is in 91 if and only if it is in Si.
We complete this section with results analogous to Theorems 3.12 and 2.16. Proof. Let AT and its inverse Mellin transform AT be defined by (4.57) ATf(t, </)) = exp (<f>t-\fy-tf,t+ffl)PTBPTf{t, <f>),
where/runs through §2. This clearly gives an operator AT mapping §2 into £>2.
It is easy to prove that (4-58) \ATfU Ú e2*T\\B\\ \\f\\"
hence that AT is in 91. The extension AT(i//) on £2 is equal to PTBPT. Since this is an operator which tends to B strongly as T tends to oo, the theorem follows. In the special case of the space ©2, this leads to the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let M be an operator of the form M=K2KU where K2 and K± are in ft. Let M(r, r', </>) be the kernel of M and let the Mellin transform M(t, t') be defined as in equation (3.3). Then M is in the trace class %, with (5.8) trace M = P M(t, t)dt= P M(r, r, <¿)e'* dr.
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Proof. Since ft is a subclass of ©, the product of two operators in ft belongs to 3:. Thus, M is in %. Since the Mellin transform is a unitary mapping of £>2 onto ¡ §2, the trace of M on §2 is equal to the trace of M on §2.
The function M(t, t') has a decomposition of the form (5.9) M(t, t') -2 Pnan(t)bn(t')(1 + e2*''), n where {an} and {bn} are orthonormal sets in #2, the quantities p.n are positive numbers, and 2" p.n converges. As in the proof of Theorem 3.10, it is convenient to consider (5.10 ) N(t, t') = (1 +e2nt)ll2M(t, t')(l +e2M')-1 '2. This is the kernel of an operator N in the trace class on 22. Since {(1 + e2Kt)ll2an} and {(1 + e2ni)V2b¿¡ are orthonormal sets in 22, it follows from equation (5.7) that the trace of N on 22 is equal to the trace of M on §2. But on 82, it is known that (5.11) trace TV = P N(t,t)dt.
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This justifies the first half of equation (5.8). To obtain the second half, it suffices to take t' = t in a relation of the form (3.3) and to integrate over t. The assumption that M is a product K2KX takes care of all convergence questions and yields equation ( Since Sn + 1 is the trace of a product of operators in ft, it does not depend on <f>.
It was already mentioned above that the series (5.3) for A(y) converges in the Schmidt norm. In the case of equations with kernels in Si we have the following more powerful result. Lemma 5.3. Let K be an operator in Si and let quantities An and 8n be defined according to equation (5.4) . Then the series (5.3) for A(y) converges in the K-norm to an operator in Si which acts according to (5.13) A(y)f(re">) = J " A(r, r',</>; y)f(r 'e")e" dr ', for every fin §2. Here A(r, r',<f>;y) is an element of the function class Si.
Proof. If <f> is kept fixed, the relation (5.1) can be regarded as an equation on fi2. In the notation of Lemma 4.9, the kernel on fi2 is K(<f>). This is an operator in the Schmidt class on S2, for every fixed </>. To solve the equation on fi2, one needs quantities A(y) and S(y), as in equation (5.2). These can be found from recurrence relations which are easily seen to take exactly the form (5.4). Now, from the theory on S2 it is well known [8, p. 95 From this it follows that the series for A(y) converges in the /c-norm. Since Si is a Hilbert space, the limit A(y) is in Si. Hence, it is an integral operator according to equation (5.13) . This proves the lemma. The foregoing results permit the situation to be summarized as follows. has at least one solution in £2. Obviously, this is also a solution in £2 of the equation restricted to fixed <f>. Let the number of linearly independent solutions in ©2 be denoted by N, and let N(</>) be the corresponding number on £2. It is the purpose of the present section to show that N=N((f>), for 0¿i<f>-¿Tr. The proof uses properties of the adjoint operators K* and K*(</>).
Lemma 5.6. Let K be an operator in ft and let K be its Mellin transform on §2. The adjoint operator K* on §2 acts according to
for every fin §2.
Proof. This follows from equation (3.21) and the definition of an adjoint operator.
Lemma 5.7. Let K be an operator in ft, and let K be its Mellin transform. Choose some fixed </> in 0^</>^tt and define the operator K(<f>) by (5.18) K(^>)f(t,<f>) = Kf(t,<f,), for every f(t, (/>) in 1(</>). If K(<j>) is regarded as an operator on 22, its adjoint K*(<f>) on S2 acts according to (5.19 ) K*(</>)h(t) = P e-MK(t',t)e\p(</)t')h(t')dt', J -00 for every h in 22.
Proof. This also follows from equation (3.21).
Theorem 5.8. Let K be an operator in ft, choose some fixed <j> in 0^<f>^-rr, and let K(<f>) be the operator on £2 associated with K in the sense of Lemma 4.9. Define the function b(y) as in Theorem 5.4. Suppose that 8(y) = 0, so that \/y is an eigenvalue of K and K(<f>). Let its multiplicities be denoted by N and N(</>), respectively. Then N=N(</>), and each eigenvector of K(<f>) is the restriction to fixed j> of an eigenvector ofK.
Proof. The Mellin transform of equation (5.16) reads (5.20) y Í °° e*K(t, t') exp (-</>t')f(t', j>)dt' = f(t, <¿).
We are assuming that this has N linearly independent solutions in $2. Since each solution in §2 can be restricted to fixed <f> to give a solution in 82, it is obvious that N((/>)^N.
Now remember that, if 1/y is an eigenvalue of a Schmidt-class operator S, then 1/y is an eigenvalue of S*, the multiplicities of 1/y and 1/y being equal [8, y P e-mK(t',t)txry(9t')h(t')dt' = h(t) J -00 has N(9) linearly independent solutions h(t) in 82. To each of these, there corresponds a function
in §2. This is an eigenvector of the operator K* given by equation (5.17), which thus has at least N(y) eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue 1/y. Since K* is the adjoint, on §2, of K, it follows that N^ N(<f>). Since it was found above that N(<f>) sêTV, we may conclude that N=N(<f>). This means, in particular, that the set of eigenvectors of K in §2 exhausts all possibilities for eigenvectors of K(<f>) in S2, and so each eigenvector of K(<f>) must be the restriction to fixed <f> of an eigenvector of K. This proves the theorem. 5.3. Applications. Consider equation (1.1), choose g so that it is the boundary value of a function in §2, and suppose that A is not real and positive. For any given function V, Theorem 3.5 provides a convenient criterion to determine whether the kernel of equation (1.1) is the boundary value K(0) of a kernel A'in Si. If the answer is yes, and 1 is not an eigenvalue of K, the equation can be solved for/(r), next f(re") can be found along the lines of Remark 2.11. Alternatively, one can first find K, next solve for /(re1*). Either method yields the same result by Theorem 5.4.
Once/(r) and f(rei<s¡) are known, these quantities can be inserted in the integrals (1.2) and (1.6). Since K(0) depends on A in this case, so does the expression (1.2). Typically, it follows from the structure of the Fredholm solution for/(r) that the integral (1.2) is a meromorphic function of A in the A-plane cut along the positive real axis. For A 2:0, however, the kernel of equation (1.1) presents difficulties, and so the expression (1.2) is no longer manageable.
Suppose now that X = l-ie, where /ä0 and eäO. Choose some fixed f", and consider the equation with kernel K(<f>). Let this be solved for f(re"), and insert the solution in the integral (1.6). This gives the same result as the integral (1.2), by Corollary 2.8. Now examine the expression (1.6) as a function of A. In typical cases, it is found from the Fredholm solution that (1.6) is a meromorphic function of A in the A-plane cut along the line arg X=<f>. Thus, transferring from the integral (1.2) to (1.6) makes it possible to continue analytically in A, the result being a function with a branch point at A=0. Applications of this technique will be given in a separate paper. This shows that k(p, <f>, 9) depends only on pe'* and 0 and thereby leads to a number of observations. Remark 6.1. If K(r, r', <p) is a function in ft, it depends only on re'* and r'e'*.
Theorem 6.2. Let K(r, r', </>) be a function in ft and let k(p, </>, 9) be defined by equations (6.1) and (6.2). Then k(p,<f), 9) depends only on pe'* and 0. For almost every 0 in O ¿ 0 ^ tt/2, the quantity (6.8) (pe^)ll2k(P, 4> , 9) is an analytic function of pe''* which belongs to ©2.
A Hubert space £2(3), and, in fact, Hubert spaces §2(n) of functions of« variables (« = 2,3,...), one complex and n-1 real, can be obtained by starting from functions f(u, 9U ..., 9n_1) satisfying /»Jl/2 /»co (6.14) d9x---d9n_A (l+e2™)\f(u,91,...,9n_1)\2du<co, Jo J-oo as in the expression (6.6), and taking inverse Mellin transforms with respect to u. On each space §2(«), there is an operator class ft(n) consisting of integral operators whose kernels constitute a space ip2(2«). 6.3. Applications. The space ©2(2) and the operator class ft(2) provide a convenient framework to study integral equations of the form f(ri, r2) = g(ru r2) + P P [(r2i + r2y>2-A]-1^, r2, r'u r'2; X)f(ri r'2) dr[ dr2.
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Such equations arise when one investigates scattering in a system of three particles. Typically, r1 and r2 would be the kinetic energies of particle 2 relative to particle 1, and particle 3 relative to the center of mass of particles 1 and 2. If g in equation (6.15) is the boundary value of a function in §2(2), and W is such as to make the kernel of equation (6.15 ) the boundary value of a kernel in ft (2) , then the ideas of §5.3 can be carried over to the present situation without difficulty. To investigate systems of n particles, the appropriate generalization is to consider the space §2(« -1) and the operator class ft(n-1).
In applications to physics, the state of an «-particle system is described by a function in §2(« -1), an «-particle observable is represented by an operator mapping §2(n-1) into ©2(«-l). Now let A represent a two-particle observable. This means that it is an operator on £>2 into §2. One would expect that it remains an observable if a third particle is added to the two-particle system. Thus, one would expect that A is also an operator mapping £>2(2) into i>2(2). But §2(2) is essentially the same as the function space ft, which in turn is the same as the operator space ft. Hence, if there is to be an algebra 91 of physically meaningful operators A on §2, one would wish ft to be an ideal in 91. This is precisely the requirement met by the algebra 91 discussed in §4.
There is an obvious way to let operators in 91 act on any space §2(«-1). In each case, it is found that ft(n-1) is an ideal in 91. As implied by the notation, 9Í consists of two-particle operators. On £>2(«-1), there are also algebras 9t(«i-1) of m-particle operators (m = 3,..., ri), the class ft(n-1) being an ideal in each 9l(«z-l).
Operators A in 9t(m-1) are associated with boundary values as </> tends to 0. The boundary values can be extended to operators A(0) on all of £2(«-1), as in Lemma 4.9. The set of all operators ,4(0) obtained in this way is dense, in the strong topology on £2(«-l), in the set of all bounded linear m-particle operators on £2(n -1), as in Theorem 4.22. Similarly, fonctions in ¡Q2(n -1) tend to boundary values as </> tends to 0, the set of all boundary values being dense in £2(n-1), as in Corollary 2.18. These two facts enable the conventional quantum mechanics of n-particle systems to be translated into a formalism on §2(n -1). The results of the present paper then enable certain problems in scattering theory to be tackled in a satisfactory way. The main idea is outlined in §1. Details will be presented in a separate paper.
